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Computational Biology Final Project: Affine Gap and Alternative Splicing 

The data was acquired from UCSC genome browser and stored manually in text files. Each gene 
was examined by looking at its protein form for four alternative splicing possibilities. The 
alignments were represented as below, with dashes for gaps.  

MMLQHPGQVSASE-----------------------------EELRFAIQN
MMLQHPGQVSASEVSASAIVPCLSPPGSLVFEDFANLTPFVKEELRFAIQN

The Program: 
• Affine Gap 

• Made three tables: one for movements down (i.e. gaps in the first string), movements right 
(gaps in the second string) , and one for diagonal movements (matches and mismatches). 

• The program filled in the tables node by node, also making a backtracking matrix for each 
movement matrix. 

• Computing The BackTrack Path 
• Program looked through the backtracking matrices and recorded a path 

• Print Alignment 
• Program printed string1 and string2 based on the path  

Table 1 shows some of the data gleaned from ATF3 and PCDH15, which were chosen for 
analysis base on the amount of alternative splicing possibilities they had. The former was shorter 
and the latter longer. 

Table 1:
Gene String1 

length
String2 
length

Percent lack 
of length

Gaps in 1 Gaps in 2 Total Gaps Alignment 
Score

ATF3 181 124 31.4917127071823 0 1 1 615

181 106 41.4364640883978 1 3 4 344

181 135 25.414364640884 1 2 3 531

124 106 14.5161290322581 2 3 5 228

124 135 8.14814814814815 2 2 4 228

106 135 21.4814814814815 1 0 1 517

PCDH15 1677 1681 0.237953599048197 1 1 2 8629

1677 1888 11.1758474576271 16 1 17 6821

1677 1915 12.4281984334204 15 2 17 7028

1681 1888 10.9639830508475 15 1 16 6829

1681 1915 12.2193211488251 14 3 17 7012

1888 1915 1.40992167101828 1 3 4 9420
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There was a slight tendency for more gaps to indicate lower alignment score, as shown in figures 
1 and 2. The tendency was expected since gaps are fairly heavily penalized and more gaps means 
more chance that the rearrangement would include large chunks of added or missing exons. .  
 

            Figure1           Figure2 

 There does not appear to be a dependable relationship between the percentage difference 
in length of the two strings and the alignment score. Because the types of rearrangements that 
occur varies, meaning the relevant protein sequences are not simply added or removed from the 
strings, we cannot expect to find a relationship in the alignment score and the length of the 
sequence (or percentage lack of length compared to the longer string). On the other hand, in 
PCDH15 at least, two strings that were very similar and produced high scores with low gap 
number had similar comparisons to the other strings (see bolded numbers). Perhaps studying how 
many substantive variations occur for a gene would be more interesting in future.  
 Data from more genes is necessary to make conclusions about the trends between 
alignment score and gap number or size. On the other hand, we can conclude now that weighting 
and prioritization within the code have a huge impact on alignment. I made the assumption that 
the BLOSUM62 scoring matrix was the best choice for both of these genes. Additionally, I 
assumed that the best indel penalty was -1 and the gap opening penalty was 11, based on the 
Rosalind directions for other sequence comparisons. Changing the indel penalty and the gap 
opening penalty matters both in terms of the ratio between the two and in terms similarity of the 
values within the scoring matrix. I also used a certain prioritization of max values that might not 
have been ideal. The code can easily be reformatted so that it prefers the other option in each 
case though. (i.e. choose to open a gap from middle to lower or middle to upper if two options 
are equal). All that needs to be done is to add a greater than or equal to sign when the program 
checks the max value for each node matrix. The ordering of filling in the table at each coordinate 
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(upper, lower, then middle), cannot be changed because the middle makes use of the upper and 
lower coordinates to determine a path.  
 This method is easily generalized to other alternative splice sites or comparisons between 
DNA and mRNA. One interesting study could be the difference in alternative splicing for 
homologous genes across species. Another might be a cross-species study of number and type of 
alternative splicing. This last would be very interesting since splicing is thought to account for 
the difference in complexity between species (Downes). The method could also be further 
improved in making judgments as to what sort of rearrangement occurred by comparing DNA 
and mRNA information to the protein sequence.  
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